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Abstract- The purpose of this paper is to design a continuous
current, Buck-Boost Converter using the core geometry Ql Discontinuous Current
approach. The design will show engineers another method 2V.
of designing transformers and inductors using this step-by- _ _
step approach. There are many advantages of using the core V _-
geometry method for designing inductors and transformers ____
over the area product method. The core geometry will give
the engineer another tool to better understand transformer P
and inductor design and therefore, cut the design time way
down.

1. INTRODUCTION
v

The isolated buck-boost flyback converter looks very
much like a single-ended forward converter, as shown in __n_r
Figure 1. The similarity is that the forward converter uses °0
a multi-winding transformer, while the isolated buck-
boost uses a multi-winding inductor. The principle
behind flyback converters is based on the storage of
energy in the inductor during the charging, or on period,
ton, and the discharge of energy to the load during the off _
period,toff. + ton toff

AEe f T _
A. Energy Transfer_ _

There are two distinct modes of operations for the buck-
boost converter. The discontinuous current mode is
shown in Figure 2, and the continuous current mode is
shown in Figure 3. In the discontinuous mode, all energy
stored in the primary, during the ON time, is completely
delivered to the secondary and its circuits during the OFF
time, before another switching period occurs, as shown in
Figure 2. In the continuous mode the energy stored in the
primary is not completely transferred to the secondary and
its circuits during the OFF time before another switching
period occurs, as shown in Figure 3.

When designing in the discontinuous mode, a smaller
inductor is required, but a smaller inductor results in a
higher peak current in the switching transistor, Q 1.

p _10

Fig. 2. Discontinuous ideal voltage and current waveforms.
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Fig. 1. Energy storage isolated buck-boost converter. Fig. 3. Continuous ideal voltage and current waveforms.
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The sawtooth waveform has a higher rms to the average
than the trapezoidal waveform. A larger inductance
results in higher copper losses. The advantage of this
circuit, other than having a smaller inductor, is that when
the switching is turned on, the initial current is zero. This
means the output diode, CR1, has completely recovered,
and the switching device does not momentarily turn on
into a short. In the continuous mode, a large primary
inductance is required. This results in a low peak current
at the end of the ON period. The continuous mode
requires a higher current through the switch during turn-
on. This could lead to higher switch dissipation. The
discontinuous current mode B-H loop is shown in Figure
4, and the continuous current mode B-H loop is shown in
Figure 5.
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(tesla)
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H

B = AB/2ac

Discontinuous Current

Fig. 4. Discontinuous mode buck-boost converter, B-H loop.

The ac flux is caused by the delta current, AI, and is
normally only a fraction of the dc flux. In many cases,
the ac current that is riding on top of the dc current, as
shown in Figure 5, is small enough that it does not affect
the overall current density of the single wire used. There
are times when the larger wire is just too difficult to wind
on small ferrite cores. Large wire is not only hard to
handle, but it does not give a proper lay. It is easier to
wind with bi-filar or quad-filar wire with equivalent
cross-section.

II. DESIGN PROCEDURE

In this design the wire is selected such that the
relationship between the ac resistance and the dc
resistance is unity.

Rac -

Rdc
The skin depth in centimeters is:

6.62
e= *, (cm)

6.62
£= - , (cm)
100,000

E = 0.0209, (cm)
The wire diameter is:

Wire Diameter = 2(E), (cm)
Wire Diameter = 2(0.0209), (cm)
Wire Diameter = 0.0418, (cm)

The bare wire area A, is

Aw = (nD2)/4
= [(3.14)(0.0418)21/4
= 0.00137

B = AB/2ae

Colntinuous Crentl

Fig. 5. Continuous mode buck-boost converter, B-H loop.

B. Skin Effect

The skin effect on an inductor is the same as a
transformer. The main difference is that the ac flux is
much lower and does not require the use of the same
maximum wire size.

(cmM)

The wire gauge chosen is a Number 26 AWG; bare area
of 0.00128 cm2; and a resistance of 1345 p./cm.

Buck-Boost Isolated Continuous Current Design Specification

1. Input voltage max............... V =32 volts
2. Input voltage nom ........ ....... VnOm = 28 volts
3. Input voltage min............... Vmnin = 24 volts
4. Output voltage............... V0 = 5 volts
5. Output current max .......... ...... 0(n.,ax) = 10 amps
6. Output current min................ o(min) = 2 amps
7. Window utilization................----.Ku = 0.4
8. Frequency............... f= 100kHz
9. Transformer efficiency............... IT =98 %
10. Converter efficiency............ . =92 %
11. Maximum duty ratio............--Dm,= 0.5
12. Regulation (copper loss) ............ a= 0.5 %
13. Operating flux density........... Bm = 0.25
14. Diode voltage drop........... Vd= 1.0
15. Temperature Rise ..... ...... Tr = < 25" C
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Step 1. Calculate the total period, T.

T = , (seconds)
f

T = I , (seconds)

T = lO, (,usec)
Step 2. Calculate the maximum transistor on time, ton.

ton, = TM.,; (psec)
ti,,==(I0)(0.5), (usec)

tnM = 5, (lsec)
Step 3. Calculate the minimum duty ratio, Dmin.

Dmin = in(min) (D )

in(max)
24

Dmin 24(05)
Dmin = 0.375

Step 4. Calculate the sec., maximum load power, Pomax)-
Po(max) = o(maX) (VO + Vd), (watts)

Po(max) = 10(5 + 1), (watts)

Po(max) = 60, (watts)
Step 5. Calculate the sec., minimum load power, Poemin).

Po(min) = Io(min) (V0, + Vd ), (watts)
P'(min) = 2(5 + 1), (watts)
Po(min) = 12, (watts)

Step 6. Calculate the maximum, input current, Inm(max)*
PO(max)lin(max) = (amps)
in(min)77

60
lin(max) = 62)092 (amps)( (24)(0.92)'
lin(max) = 2.72, (amps)

Step 7. Calculate the minimum, input power, Pmn(mmn).
ol(min)':n(min) = , (watts)n(i) 17

P,nmin) =12 (watts)i(i) 0.92

P(n(min) = 13.0, (watts)

Step 8. Calculate the required, primary inductance, Lp.

(Vln(max)D(min)) T
L = n (henrys)

in(min)

2((32)(0.375)) ( ,Ox, (henrs)

Lp-=55.4, (,u)

Step 9. Calculate the primary, delta current, AIl.

Al = ( ), (amps)

Al = (0.5)(IOxlO )(24) (amp55.4xlT6 ,(ms

Alp =2.17, (amps)

Step 10. Calculate the primary, delta rms current, AIp(rn,).

Alp(rms) =Al . (amps)"rs 3T

Alp(,m =(2.17) 13(10)' (amps)

Alp() = 0.886, (amps)

Step I 1. Calculate the primary, peak current, lp(pk).
lin(ffax) Al(mps

p(pk) D + 2 (amps)

2.72 2.17
=p(pk) 0 + (amps)

0.5 2
Ip(pk) = 6.53, (amps)

Step 12. Calculate the primary, rms current, lp,,).

p(rms) Ijp(pk) ) Ip(pk) (AIP)+ 3 (Dmax (amps)

3

I( tS= (6.53)2 -(6.53)(2.17)+ (2.1 )2 )(0-5) (amps)

Ip(rms) = 3.88, (amps)

Step 13. Calculate the required energy-handling
capability in watt-seconds, w-s.

Lj2
Energy = 2) (w-s)

(55.4xI04 )(6.53)2
Energy = (w-s)

Energy = 0.001 18, (w-s)

Step 14. Calculate the electrical conditions, K,.

Ke = 0. 145 P, Bm xl04
Ke = 0. 145 (60)(0.25)2xl04
Ke =0.0000544
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Step 19. Calculate the required primary wire area, Awp(B).

(Energy)2Kg= KJX (cm5)
Keg

(0.00118)2
(0.0000544)(0.5)'

Kg = 0.0512, (cm')
Core Geometry

WA K
Kg = MLT ' (cm5)

When operating at IOOkHz and having to use #26 wire,
because of the skin effect, the overall window utilization,
Ku, is reduced. The core data is taken from the author's
handbook [1]. The core geometry, Kg was developed
using a window utilization of 0.4. To return the design
back to the norm, the calculated core geometry, Kg, is to
be multiplied by 1.35, and then the current density, J, is
calculated, using a window utilization factor of 0.29.

Step 16. Calculate the new core geometry, Kg.

Kg = 0.0512(l.35) = 0.0691) (cm2)

Step 17. Select a core that has a core geometry, Kg, as
close as possible to 0.0691 cm5.

Selected Core

1. Magnetics Core number
2. Magnetic path length
3. Core weight
4. Mean length turn
5. Window area
6. Iron area
7. Area product
8. Core Geometry
9. Surface Area
lO.Winding length
1 .Magnetic material
1 2.Material permeability
13.Window Utilization

PQ 42620
MPL = 4.63 cm
Wtfe= 31 grams
MLT = 5.6 cm
Wa = 0.604 cm2
A<= 1.19cm2
A = 0.718 cm4
Kg = 0.0613 cmS
A, = 28.4 cm2
G= 1.15 cm
p
,= 2500
Ku= 0.4

Step 18. Calculate the current density, J, using a window
utilization, Ku = 0.29.

2(Energy)(104)
Bm Ap KU ' [amps/cm2)

2(0.001 18)(104)
= (0.25)(0.718)(0.29) [amps/cM2)

J = 453, [amps/cm2)

Ip(rms) 2AWP(B) - , (cm2)
p 3.82 2A.,p(B)- , (cm2)

A,p(B = 0.00843, (cm2 )

Step 20. Calculate the number of primary strands, SnP.

S = ,'P
np #26 (bare area)

S 0.00843
np 0.00128

Snp= 6.59 use 7

Step 21. Calculate the number of primary turns, Np. Half
of the available window is primary, Wa/2. Using the
number strands, S.P, and the wire area for #26.

Wp= Wa2 02604 = 0.302, (cm2)

N = UU( ' (turns)
p 7(#26(bare area))

(0.29)(0.302)
p 7(0.00128) (turs)

Np =9.77 use 10, (turns)

Step 22. Calculate the required total gap, 1g.

0.4;rN2A (108) MPL
1~~~~~~' ,(cm)
(1.257)(l0)2 (*l19)(108) 4.63

g9 (55.4(10o-)) +2500 (m

19 = 0.0289, (cm)

Step 23. Calculate the equivalent gap in mils.

mils = cm (393.7)
mils = (0.0289)(393.7)
mils= I1
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Step 15. Calculate the core geometry, Kg,
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Step 24. Calculate the fringing flux factor, F.

F=1+ " In -)
F=l+ gn )

F = I +0-0289 In(2(1.15)+/Ji l- 0.0289)
F = I.I 16

N, p(Vo +Vd)(l-Dma )

in(min) ma(

(24)(0.5) (t )

NS = 2.5 use 3, (turns)
Step 25. Calculate the new primary turns, N.p, using the
fringing flux, F.

i9L
N

0.4TA F(Il08)' (turns)

NP 1257l ) (119) (116 (I)O) (turns)
Np =9.79 use 10, (turns)

Step 26. Calculate the peak flux density, Bpk.

O4NnpF Ip(pk) (10-)
Bpk= l( A . (tesla)

Bpk

i +LILrL

(1.257)(10)(1.A1 16)(6.53)(I 04 )
0.0289+: 4.63 )0

2500)

(tesla)

Bpk = 0.298, (tesla)

Step 27. Calculate the primary, the new j./cm.

(new) Q/cm = A2 /cm
snp

(new).2 /cm = -7
(new),uQ/ cm = 192

Step 28. Calculate the primary winding resistance, Rp.

Rp = T(N. )(cm(I04 (ohms)

Rp = (5.6)(10)(192)(10), (ohms)

Rp = 0.0108, (ohms)

Step 29. Calculate the primary copper loss, Pp.

Pp =p(rms) pI (watts)

Pp =(3.88)2 (0.0108), (watts)
Pp =0.162, (watts)

Step 31. Calculate the secondary inductance, L,.

0.4iffpA,F(1o-8L 0 (18) (henrys)
g+MpPLJ9 /)

(1.257)(3)2 (1.19)(I., 16)(I0-')
(l= )3 4.63 , (henrys)

0.0289 +
2500<2500)

L, =4.89, (4uh)

Step 32. Calculate the secondary, delta current, AI.

AI JVO+Vd)TDmin (amps)

As
(5 + l)(lOxl0- )(o0375)

4.89xl04 (amps)

AlS = 4.6, (amps)

Step 33. Calculate the secondary, delta rms current,
AI(rms).

As(rms) Ms T (amps)

=466(OxlO )(0.625)
Ms(ms)4.6 3(I0xI0---) ,(amps)

Ms(r) = 2.10, (amps)

Step 34. Calculate the secondary, peak current, 1s(pk)-

_____ A!(ampsA)is(pk) =+-, ~ (amps)=(V,, +Vd )(1- ~Dmax)2
I

=

60 +4.6
=(pk) 22(S+1.0)(0.5) 2

I pk) = 22.3, (amps)

(amps)
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Step 30. Calculate the secondary turns, N,.
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Step 35. Calculate the secondary rms current, ls(r,,s).

s(rms) = j('S(pk)) (Is(pk) ) (Al,+kj (1 - Dmjn), (amps)

Is(rms) =(22.3)2 -(22.3)(4.6)+ 4) (0.625), (amps)
3)

Is(rms) =15.8, (amps)

Step 36. Calculate the required secondary wire area,
AWS(B).

=is(rmO = (cm2)

A.s(B
15.8 (cm') 453

Aks(n) 0.0349, (cm2)

Step 37. Calculate the number of secondary strands, S,.

s =- A,.,
ns #26 (bare area)

S 0.0349
0.00128

Sns= 27.2 use 27

Step 38. Calculate the secondary, the new p4/cm.

(new),ul/cm = / cm
ins

(new)yD/cm= 345
27

(new),uD/cm = 49.8

Step 39. Calculate the secondary winding resistance, R,.

Rs= MLT(Ns)cm4(I(10-), (ohms)

Rs = (5.6)(3)(49.8)(106) (ohms)
Rs = 0.000837, (ohms)

Step 40. Calculate the secondary copper loss, PS.

1(rms)Rs, (watts)
=((15.8)2 (0.000837), (watts)

P = 0.209, (watts)

Step 41. Calculate the window utilization, Ku.

(NnpSnpSAMp )+(NsSnsAs,)
~~WI'

Ku=(I0)(7)(0.00128)+(3)(27)(0.00128)
0.604

Ku = 0.32

Step 42. Calculate the total copper loss, P,1.

PCu = P +P, (watts)
P,, = 0.209+ 0.162, (watts)
Pc,, = 0.371, (watts)

Step 43. Calculate the transformer regulation, a.

PI

(0.371) ( 00), (%)
(60)

a = 0.618, (%)

Step 44. Calculate the ac flux density in tesla, Bac.

0 ,6jpt )(10.47rNn1 F~{Jl04
B,= MPL (tesla)

1+#Im
(1.257)(10)(1 .1 16)( *217(10-4)

Bac= 0 - 463 ' (tesla)
(0.0289) + ~2500

B" = 0.0495, (tesla)

Step 45. Calculate the watts per kilogram, WK.

WK = Kf(m)B(n), (watt/kg)
WK = (4.855xl0-5 )(l00,000)("'6) (0.0495)(262), (watts/kg)
WK = 2.92, (watts/kg) or (milliwatts/gram)

Step 46. Calculate core loss, Pfe

(milliwatts
Pfe =( gra Wx10-3, (watts)
Pfe =(2.92)(31)x10-3, (watts)
Pfe =OO0905 (watts)
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Step 49. Calculate the temperature rise, Tr, in degrees C.

pi =Pf + Pc, (watts)
Pi = 0.0905 + 0.371, (watts)

Pi = 0.462, (watts)

Step 48. Calculate the watt density, W.

yf=P£, (watts/cm2)

0.462
SCM

28.4 (watts/cm2)
= 0.0163, (watts/cm2)

T, = 450(y)(08X6) (degrees C)

T, = 450(0.0163)(08-6), (degrees C)
Tr = 15, (degrees C)
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Step 47. Calculate the total loss, Py.
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APPENDIX

a = regulation (copper loss), [%)
A, = core iron area, [cm2)
Ap = area product, [cm4]
A, = surface area, [cm2)
A, = wire area, [cm2)
Awp(B) = primary bare wire area, [cm2]
AWs(B) = secondary bare wire area, [cm2)
Bac = ac flux density, [tesla]
Bm = operating flux density, [tesla]
Bpk = peak flux density, [tesla]
Dma, = maximum duty ratio
Dmjn = minimum duty ratio
e = skin depth, [cm)
Energy = energy-handling, [watt-second]
il = converter efficiency, [%]
nT =transformer efficiency, [%)
F = fringing flux factor
f = frequency, [hertz]
G = winding length, [cm]
AIp = primary delta current, [amps]
AIs = secondary delta current, [amps]

pI,s) = primary delta rms current, [amps]
Als(r) = secondary delta rms current, [amps]
lin(max) = input current maximum, [amps]
'0(max) = output current maximum, [amps]
Iomin) = output current minimum, [amps]
lp(pk) = primary peak current, [amps]
ls(pk) = secondary peak current, [amps]
Ip(rns) = primary rms current, [amps]
s(nrms) = secondary rms current, [amps]
J = current density, [amps/cm2)
Ke = electrical conditions
Kg = core geometry, [cm5)
Ku = window utilization
19 = total gap, [cm]

3lossary of Terms
Lp = primary inductance, [henrys]
L, = secondary inductance, [henrys]
MLT = mean length turn, [cm]
MPL = magnetic path length, [cm]
N = new primary turns, [turns]
Np = primary turns, [turns]
Ns = secondary turns, [turns]
P= total copper loss, [watts]
Pfe = core loss, [watts]
Pi(min) = input power minimum, [watts]
Po(max) = output power maximum, [watts]
PO(min) = output power minimum, [watts)
Pp= primary copper loss, [watts]
v = watt density, [watts/cm2)
PS= secondary copper loss, [watts]
PI= total loss, [watts]
Rac = ac resistance, [ohms]
R& = dc resistance, [ohms)
Rp = primary resistance, [ohms]
RF = secondary resistance, [ohms]
Snp = number of primary strands
Sn== number of secondary strands
T = total period, [seconds]
t.ff = transistor off time, [,usec]
ton = transistor on time, [psec]
Tr = temperature rise, [°C]
, = material permeability
Vd = diode voltage drop, [volts]
V.,, = input voltage maximum, [volts]
Vm,, = input voltage minimum, [volts]
Vnom = input voltage nominal, [volts)
V. = output voltage, [volts)
Wa = window area, [cm2]
Wap = primary window area, [cm2)
WK = watts per kilogram, [watt/kg]
Wfe= core weight, [grams)
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